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Question:
Various international working groups are working on the improvement of the type testing method for
vehicle noise. Two modes have been put forward as to be representative for the typical urban driving
behaviour:
a. cruising and/or slow acceleration around 50 km/h typically (so called free flow traffic)
b. considerable acceleration from 20-50 km/h typically (so called single events)
The question has been put forward, what driving mode is most relevant for the annoyance of citizens.
This note presents some information pertaining to this issue.

Information:
The information shows that:
1

most annoyance is caused by traffic on ≤ 50 km/h roads;

2

most traffic on the ≤ 50 km/h roads will be free flowing or gently accelerating/decelerating, but
information on driving behaviour and information on the annoyance caused by accelerating
vehicles indicates that acceleration ≤ 50 km/h has an important contribution to annoyance;

3

In urban situations (≤ 50 km/h) ‘interrupted’ flows with traffic accelerating from stand still to free
flow speed cause higher annoyance than free flow traffic at comparable LDN levels.

Ad 1:
In 1998 87% of the Dutch population heard road traffic noise [1]. About 90% of them especially
heard traffic on local (urban) roads with a maximum speed of 50 km/h.
22% of the Dutch population was at least annoyed by (urban) road traffic with a maximum speed of
50 km/h (versus 17% in 1993), 8% of the Dutch population was highly annoyed by the noise from
such roads (7% in 1993).
‘Only’ 2% of the population was (highly) annoyed by traffic on (country/regional) roads with a
maximum speed of 80 km/h (3% in 1993) and also 2% by traffic on highways with a maximum speed
of 100-120 km/h (2% in 1993).
Thus in the Netherlands, most noise annoyance is caused by roads with restricted maximum speed (≤
50 km/h). It is supposed that this result will not significantly differ in other European countries.
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Ad 2:
The proportion free flowing versus accelerating traffic on ≤ 50 km/h roads is not known in general.
However, it is known that 37% of the Dutch population which was annoyed by road traffic noise,
especially was annoyed by accelerating or decelerating traffic [2].
In another study with respondents living along ≤ 50 km/h roads in two Dutch cities (focussed on
‘special’ vehicles among which (diesel driven) light delivery vans and taxi’s), it was found that
acceleration is the most (35% at least moderately and 12% highly annoyed), or one of the most
annoying (25% at least moderately and 6% highly annoyed) sources of the noise emission [3].
Unfortunately ‘normal’ private cars were not the object in this study.
The prevalence of accelerations can also be derived from a French study among more than 1000
drivers, in which the following distribution of different driving styles has been found (see table 1) [4].
Table 1. Typology of car drivers in France
Quiet, disciplined and fuel saving drivers
Rather quiet and slightly fuel saving drivers
Fast and anticipating drivers
Sportive and no fuel saving drivers
Aggressive and obtrusive drivers
Others

26%
23%
23%
15%
8%
5%

Although recent information on driving styles in other European countries is missing, there are no
reasons to expect that this distribution of behaviour substantially will differ between these countries.
Table 1 indicates that a substantial proportion of the car drivers (23%) can be considered as ‘sportive’
or ‘aggressive’ drivers.
Ad 3:
In the framework of this note an analysis has been performed on basis of the large, international TNO
dataset on exposure – response relationships for transportation noise [5]. For this analyses the urban
arterial roads are selected. They are distinguished in road parts with a free traffic flow and road parts
with a crossing with another equivalent road less than 150 meter from the dwelling of the respondent,
or where on this distance traffic lights are functioning, causing an ‘interrupted’ flow, i.e. a flow with
accelerating/decelerating traffic.
Table 2 shows results, based on 10 studies in urban situations with a total number of 5089 respondents
(see [6]).
The respondents were exposed to LDN levels between 45 and 75 dB(A). It has to be remarked that this
noise exposure refers to total traffic flows (e.g. in LDN over 24 hours), and do not represent the noise
emission from a single car.
Table 2 shows a difference between interrupted and free flow related high annoyance of about 11%,
but the relevancy of this percentage is restricted, since the noise exposure (LDN) also differ between
these type of flows and the exposure of the individual respondents is left out of consideration here.
However, corrected for the noise exposure, the difference in high annoyance between interrupted
and free flows appears to be significant (p = .000): 6%.
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Table 2. Annoyance due to free flowing and interrupted traffic flows

Number
respondents

Mean annoyance
(0-100)

% highly
annoyed

Exposure
LDN dB(A)

Free flowing
traffic

3251

51.5

27.6

65.5

‘Interrupted’/accelerating traffic

1838

57.3

38.4

68.9

Total

5089

53.6

31.5

66.7

The conclusion is that in urban situations ‘interrupted’ traffic flows with traffic accelerating from stand
still to free flow speed are more annoying than free traffic flows with the same LDN.
Another conclusion is that the results suggest a different dose-effect relationship for accelerating and
free flowing traffic. However, more research is needed to confirm this suggestion.
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